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Original Article

Variance-constrained control of
maneuvering helicopters with
sensor failure

Tugrul Oktay and Cornel Sultan

Abstract

This article presents the novel results obtained using variance-constrained controllers and maneuvering helicopters also

when some helicopter sensors fail. For this purpose, complex, control oriented, and physics-based helicopter models are

used. A nonlinear model of the helicopter, which includes blade flexibility, is first linearized around specific maneuvering

flight conditions (i.e. level banked turn and helical turn). The resulting linearized models are used for the design of

variance-constrained controllers (i.e. output and input variance-constrained controllers). Then, the robustness of the

closed-loop systems with respect to modeling uncertainties (i.e. flight conditions and helicopter inertial parameters

variations) is studied. Next, variance-constrained controllers are designed for these maneuvering helicopter models

when some helicopter sensors fail. Several sensor failure cases are examined and robustness properties of the closed-

loop systems with respect to modeling uncertainties are also examined. Limitations of the control design process due to

the number and type of failed sensors are investigated as well. Finally, the possibility to adaptively switch between

controllers in order to mitigate sensor failure is studied.

Keywords
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Introduction

For maneuvering flight, control design is critical for
safe and performant helicopter operation. In particu-
lar, helical turns and banked turns are of major inter-
est. For example, they enable transitioning between
two straight level flight conditions and monitoring an
area of interest, they also allow armed helicopters to
avoid ground attack and possibly engage in air to air
combat, etc. In this article, design of modern control-
lers is analyzed for such maneuvers. Since these man-
euvers are highly constrained, any control design
should account for constraints on outputs and
inputs. Therefore, in this article, variance-constrained
controllers with inequality constraints on outputs or
inputs are analyzed.

Historically, helicopter flight control system
design techniques evolved from pole assignment
methods1–3 (which were used since the early days
of helicopter flight and control) to simple feedback
control approaches,4–6 followed by modern control
methods based on linear matrix algebra like linear
quadratic regulator (LQR) and linear quadratic
Gaussian (LQG) approaches7–10 (introduced in the

1970s), as well as H1 control synthesis11–13 (intro-
duced in the 1980s). This evolution was prompted by
the difficulties faced by the control designer.
For example, classical control methods, which
historically came first, are adequate for single-
input–single-output systems, but helicopters are
strongly coupled multi-input–multi-output (MIMO)
systems and control design should simultaneously
address requirements for all the dynamic modes of
interest. Addressing this multi-variable/multi-objec-
tive control problem became possible only with the
advent of modern control theory. In this context,
linear quadratic control theory has received great
attention due to its many advantages. For example,
it provides simple solutions via Riccati equations, it
is easy to implement, and the relation between the
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optimal control and state variables is linear.
However, weighting matrices for classical LQR and
LQG approaches are generally selected ad hoc and
the LQG approach does not have guaranteed stabil-
ity robustness properties. The need for robust design
actually prompted the control designer to use H1 in
helicopter control. For H1, control robustness is
indeed guaranteed, but it comes at the price of
having to design an over-conservative controller,
thus usually compromising the optimality of other
performance indices (e.g. control energy). A very
recent direction in helicopter control, due to the its
ability to handle multiple constraints, is model pre-
dictive control, in general in connection with models
identified using neural networks.14–16 Nonlinear con-
trol theory is also employed recently in helicopter
control system design,14–16 but the control designer
faces major difficulties due to implementation, certi-
fication, computational complexity, and robustness
issues.

The development of the models used for control
design in this article is presented in detail in Oktay17

(see also Oktay and Sultan18,19). The main philosophy
of the modeling process is to develop physics-based
control oriented models that capture the ‘essential
dynamics’. Essential dynamics does not represent
only the dynamics directly controlled (e.g. flight
dynamics modes) but also dynamics that is directly
affected by control design and which is crucial for
safe and performant operation (e.g. flapping, lead–
lagging, and blade flexibility).

The modern controllers we employ in this article are
variance-constrained controllers. They present several
benefits.20–28 First, these controllers are enhanced-
LQG controllers which use state estimators (i.e.
Kalman filters). State estimators are crucial for com-
plex systems such as maneuvering helicopters, because
some states cannot be easily measured. Second, these
controllers use second-order information, specifically
the state covariance matrix. This is very important for
multi-variable control design because all stabilizing
controllers are parameterized in terms of the state
covariance matrix, which is physically meaningful.
Third, for strongly coupled, large MIMO systems,
like the ones encountered in helicopter control and par-
ticularly in our work,17 variance-constrained control
design methods provide guarantees on the transient
behavior of individual variables by enforcing upper
bounds on the variance of these variables.

Because the dynamics of the helicopter is subject to
stringent output and input limitations, the perform-
ance of variance-constrained controllers is investi-
gated. These controllers are specifically designed to
satisfy bounds on output or input variances.20–27

Such controllers are designed for linearized models
and several maneuvering flight conditions, monitoring:
(a) speed of convergence of solution algorithms; (b)
stability of the closed-loop (CL) systems; and (c) satis-
faction of constraints. Moreover, because all systems

are subject to modeling uncertainties, CL stability
robustness is comprehensively evaluated by varying
helicopter’s speed and inertial properties. Preliminary
studies on variance-constrained controllers for heli-
copter models were presented in Oktay and Sultan,22

but without sensor failure analysis and using very
simple examples. Variance-constrained controllers
were also used in other aerospace applications (e.g.
Hubble space telescope, see Skelton and Lorenzo23).

An important issue in helicopter control is manage-
ment of sensor failure. Physical (direct) redundancy,
which means adding duplicate or even multiple sen-
sors, is sometimes used for aerospace vehicles. This
approach has many limitations.29,30 For example,
some sensors can be very expensive, and there are
stringent space limitations on board helicopters
which limit the number of sensors that can be carried.
Moreover, placement of specific sensors is predeter-
mined due to physical and operational conditions.
For example, if all sensors measuring the same quan-
tity are placed in a certain region of the helicopter, a
physical phenomenon (e.g. regional stall, flow separ-
ation, etc.) may cause failure of these sensors all
together. Therefore, different approaches, in which
mathematical relations are used to obtain redundant
measurements, are being developed recently.30–34

In this article, an alternative approach, namely
adaptive switching between controllers which are ade-
quate for different sets of sensors, but provide the
same prespecified performance, is proposed. This
approach has nowadays become possible due to
recent advances in control theory, signals processing,
microelectronics, power electronics, and microproces-
sors. Switching between controllers can then be easily
and reliably implemented electronically, thus not
requiring addition of mass. The idea investigated is
if one can adaptively change the controller in flight
to satisfy the same constraints when the set of meas-
urements changes due to sensor failure. Therefore,
variance-constrained controllers are also studied
with different sets of measurements.

Mathematical model

The helicopter model used in this study includes fusel-
age, tail rotor, landing gear, horizontal tailplane, fully
articulated main rotor (i.e. with four blades), and
main rotor downwash.17 Linear aerodynamics is
assumed for each helicopter component and blade
flexibility is considered. The mathematical model of
the maneuvering helicopter has 9 fuselage equations,
16 blade flapping and lead–lagging equations, 16
blade flexibility equations, 3 static main rotor down-
wash equations, and 1 algebraic flight path angle
equation (see Oktay17 for details). These governing
equations of motion in implicit form are

f ð _x, x, uÞ ¼ 0 ð1Þ

2 Proc IMechE Part G: J Aerospace Engineering 0(0)
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where f 2 R
45, x 2 R

41(x is the nonlinear state vector),
and � 2 R

4 (� is the nonlinear control vector).

Maneuvers

In this study, level banked turn without sideslip and
helical turn without sideslip are examined.35–39 For
maneuvering flight, the aircraft linear velocities are
(Figure 1)

u v w
� �T

¼

VA cosð�FÞcosð�FÞ VA sinð�FÞ VA sinð�FÞcosð�FÞ
� �T

ð2Þ

where fuselage angle of attack, �F, and sideslip, �F,
are given by

�F ¼ tan�1 w=uð Þ; �F ¼ sin�1 v=VAð Þ ð3Þ

Level banked turn is a maneuver in which the helicop-
ter banks towards the center of the turning circle. For
helicopters, the fuselage roll angle, �A, is in general

slightly different than the bank angle, �B. For coordi-
nated banked turn �A ¼ �B. A picture describing
these angles for a particular case (�A ¼ 0) is given in
Figure 2, where Fresultant is the sum of the gravitational
force (W) and the centrifugal force (Fcf).

Helical turn is a maneuver in which the helicopter
moves along a helix with constant speed (Figure 3). In
a helical turn, the flight path angle is different than
zero being given by

sinð�FPÞ ¼ sinð�AÞ cosð�FÞ cosð�FÞ

� sinð�AÞ cosð�AÞ sinð�FÞ

� cosð�AÞ cosð�AÞ sinð�FÞ cosð�FÞ ð4Þ

A picture describing the flight path angle for a par-
ticular case, �A ¼ 0, �F ¼ 0, is given in Figure 4.

Note that _ A 4 0 is a clockwise turn and _ A 5 0 is
a counterclockwise turn (viewed from the top) while
�FP 4 0 is referring to the ascending flight and �FP 5 0
is referring to the descending flight. Note: the numer-
ical results reported from here on (i.e. for trim, linear-
ization, and control design) were obtained using
Puma SA 330 data.17,40

Trim and linearization

In this article, trim is defined as the condition for
which level banked or helical turn with constant VA

and zero sideslip is achieved. For our helicopter
model, 29 trim equations and 29 unknowns were

Figure 2. Level banked turn.

Figure 3. Helical turn.

Figure 1. Fuselage angle of attack and sideslip.

Figure 4. Flight path angle.

Oktay and Sultan 3
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obtained (i.e. 0 ¼ 0 equations are ignored). Matlab
fsolve command was used to solve the 29 trim equa-
tions. The results, thus, found were verified by insert-
ing them into the governing equations of motion
(equation (1)). Very small numbers (around 10�10)
were obtained showing that the trimming procedure
is correct. Numerous numerical experiments resulted
in trim values that are in the range reported in the
literature.17 After finding trim values, the helicopter
model was linearized using Maple, yielding continu-
ous linear time-invariant (LTI) systems

_xp ¼ Apxp þ Bpu ð5Þ

where xp ¼ �x and u ¼ �u. The resulting modes
(flight dynamics modes, flapping, and lead–lagging
modes) are very close to the modes reported in
Oktay17 for straight level flight which were validated
against available data in the literature.

Variance-constrained controllers

In this article, output variance-constrained control
(OVC) and input variance-constrained control
(IVC)20–28 were investigated. The OVC problem is
stated next. Given a continuous LTI system

_xp ¼ Apxp þ BpuþDpwp, y ¼ Cpxp, z ¼Mpxp þ vs

ð6Þ

and a positive definite input penalty R4 0, find a full
order dynamic controller

_xc ¼ Acxc þ Fz, u ¼ Gxc ð7Þ

to solve the problem

min
Ac,F,G

E1u
TRu ð8Þ

subject to

E1 y2i4�2i , i ¼ 1, . . . , ny ð9Þ

where z represents sensor measurements, wp and vs are
zero-mean uncorrelated Gaussian white noises with
intensities W and V, respectively, �2i the upper
bound imposed on the ith output variance, and ny
the number of outputs. OVC solution reduces to a
LQG problem solution by choosing output penalty
Q4 0 depending on the inequality constraints. An
algorithm for the selection of Q is presented in
Hiseh et al.24 and Zhu and Skelton.25 After conver-
ging on Q, OVC parameters are

Ac ¼ Ap þ BpG� FMp,F ¼ XMT
pV
�1

G ¼ �R�1BT
pK ð10Þ

where X and K are solutions of two algebraic Riccati
equations

0 ¼ XAT
p þ ApX� XMT

pV
�1MpXþDpWpD

T
p

0 ¼ KAp þ AT
pK� KBpR

�1BT
pKþ CT

pQCp

ð11Þ

IVC problem is the dual of OVC: for a given output
penalty Q4 0, a full-order dynamic controller (equa-
tion (7)) for equation (6) must be found to solve

min
Ac,F,G

E1y
TQy ð12Þ

subject to

E1 u2i4l2
i , i ¼ 1, . . . , nu ð13Þ

where l2
i is the upper bound variance imposed on the

ith input and nu the number of inputs. IVC solution
reduces to a LQG problem solution by choosing
R4 0. An algorithm for the selection of R is pre-
sented in Zhu and Skelton.25 After converging on R,
IVC is obtained using equation (10). Compared to
LQG, in OVC and IVC, Q and R are selected such
that satisfaction of constraints is guaranteed.

In the following two sections, the sensor measure-
ments are helicopter linear velocities, angular veloci-
ties, and Euler angles. Sensor failure is considered in
‘Sensor failure’ and ‘Adaptive switching’ sections. The
nondimensionalized noise intensities were considered
W ¼ 10�7I41,V ¼ 10�7Ins (ns is the number of non-
failed sensors).

OVC results. OVC performance was evaluated for
numerous maneuvering flights (i.e. level banked turn
and helical turn with different VA, _ A, and �FP). CL
stability robustness was also thoroughly investigated.
For this purpose, the following scenarios were con-
sidered: (a) a controller designed for a nominal
flight condition (e.g. VA ¼ 40 kts, _ A ¼ 0:1 rad/s,
and �FP ¼ 0:1 rad) is used for different VA (e.g.
VA ¼ 20 kts, _ A ¼ 0:1 rad/s, �FP ¼ 0:1 rad, etc.), the
key question being ‘Does this controller stabilize
flight conditions that are different from the nominal
one?’; (b) a controller designed for an ‘inertial certain’
model (i.e. when there are no variations in helicopter
inertial parameters) is used on the same type of model
which experiences uncertainties in all helicopter iner-
tial parameters (helicopter mass and helicopter inertia
matrix elements). The key question is ‘Are the corres-
ponding CL systems stable for these significant mod-
eling uncertainties?’ Table 1 summarizes some results
that answer these questions. Note that in this and next
sections sensor failure is not considered. This topic is
discussed later.

Description of scenarios studied is given next.
The first OVC is designed for the helicopter model
which is linearized for VA ¼ 40 kts, _ A ¼ 0:1 rad/s,

4 Proc IMechE Part G: J Aerospace Engineering 0(0)
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�FP ¼ 0:1 rad, Rturn ¼ 204:73m and it is evaluated for
the same model for different VA (line 1). The second
OVC is designed for the model which is linearized
for VA ¼ 80 kts, _ A ¼ 0:1 rad/s, �FP ¼ 0:1 rad,
Rturn ¼ 409:46m and evaluated for the same model
for different VA (line 2). The third OVC is identical
with the first OVC, but it is evaluated for the model
with 10% uncertain helicopter inertial parameters for
different VA (line 3). The fourth OVC is identical with
the second OVC, but it is evaluated for the model with
10% uncertain helicopter inertial parameters for dif-
ferent VA (line 4). The design parameters and conver-
gence properties are described next.

OVC design. In all of the numerical experiments
reported next the convergence tolerance for the
OVC algorithm was 10�6, while r2 was set to
10�4 1 1 0:1

� �
. All OVCs were designed using the

helicopter Euler angles as the outputs while the inputs
were all four helicopter controls. After four iterations,
the OVC design algorithm converges and the first
OVC satisfies these constraints with the convergence
error 7:2661� 10�7. After six iterations, the second
OVC satisfies these constraints with the convergence

error 2:9103� 10�7. In Figure 5, the output and input
variances are shown for different VA for the first
OVC. The third and fourth OVCs are identical with
the first and second OVCs, respectively, and they
are evaluated for the helicopter model with 10% heli-
copter inertial parameters reduction for different VA.
Note that in Figure 6, for VA ¼ 40 kts, the output and
input variances are shown for different helicopter
inertia variations, respectively. In this figure, �I=I
refers to the relative variation in all helicopter inertial
properties (all of them are changed by the same
percentage).

OVC discussion. It can be easily observed from Table 1
that for the helical turn with _ A ¼ 0:1 rad/s and
�FP ¼ 0:1 rad, the OVCs are robustly stable with
respect to (wrt) variations in VA. The length of stabil-
ity intervals (L) is also large (first and second lines in
Table 1). Note that L can be found using relation
L ¼ upVA � lowVA

� �
=10

� �
þ 1 where upVA� lowVA is

the velocity range for which stability is achieved.
For example, for hover to 80 kts, L¼ ((80 � 0)/
10) þ 1 ¼ 9. Moreover, OVCs are robustly stable
wrt helicopter inertial properties variation (third and

Figure 5. Output and input variances for the first OVC.

Table 1. Stability robustness analysis for OVC.

Hover 10 kts 20 kts 30 kts 40 kts 50 kts 60 kts 70 kts 80 kts

CL OL CL OL CL OL CL OL CL OL CL OL CL OL CL OL CL OL L

First ES U ES U ES U ES U ES MS ES MS ES MS ES U ES U 9

Second ES U ES U ES U ES U ES MS ES MS ES MS ES U ES U 9

Third ES U ES U ES U ES U ES MS ES MS ES MS ES U ES U 9

Fourth ES U ES U ES U ES U ES MS ES MS ES MS ES U ES U 9

CL: closed loop; OL: open loop; ES: exponentially stable; MS: marginally stable; U: unstable.

L is the number of velocity intervals for which the CL system is ES.

Oktay and Sultan 5
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fourth lines in Table 1). Extensive numerical experi-
ments17 show that OVCs are also robustly stable both
wrt variations in VA and inertial properties for level
banked turns and different helical turns. However, it
is remarked that L decreases if different values for
output constraints are enforced. For example, if for
the scenarios described before r2 is reduced to
r2 ¼ 10�6 1 1 1

� �
, L decreases to 4 and 3 for the

first and second lines, respectively, in Table 1.
Similarly, if r2 is increased to r2 ¼ 10�3 1 1 1

� �
,

L decreases to 5 and 7 for the first and second lines,
respectively. These results show that there is no direct
correlation between r2 and L (i.e. the dependency
between r2 and L is very nonlinear). Figures 5 and
6 indicate that the output variance constraints are
satisfied at the nominal flight conditions. If one
wants to insure satisfaction of constraints over
larger velocity and inertial parameters variation inter-
vals, a safety factor can be introduced in the design.
Input variances also display small values.

IVC results

IVCs were evaluated in a similar manner with OVCs.
Stability robustness results are summarized in Table 2.

IVC design. In all of the numerical experiments
reported next the convergence tolerance for the IVC
algorithm was 10�7, while l2 was set to
10�5 1 1 1 1

� �
. All IVCs were designed using all

four helicopter controls, while the outputs were all
three helicopter Euler angles. After 14 iterations, the
first IVC satisfies these constraints with the conver-
gence error 6:0214� 10�8. After 22 iterations, the
second IVC satisfies these constraints with the conver-
gence error 8:3133� 10�8. Figure 7 shows the output
and input variances for different VA for the first IVC.
The third and fourth IVCs are identical with first and
second IVCs, respectively, and they are evaluated for
the helicopter model with 10% helicopter inertial
quantities reduction for different VA. Note that in
Figure 8 for VA ¼ 40 kts, the output and input vari-
ances are shown for different helicopter inertia vari-
ations, respectively.

IVC discussion. Similarly with the OVCs, IVCs are also
robustly stable both wrt variations in VA and helicop-
ter inertial properties for the helical turn with
_ A ¼ 0:1 rad/s and �FP ¼ 0:1 rad except that the
third IVC does not exponentially stabilize the helicop-
ter when the flight speed is VA¼ 80 kts. There is no

Figure 6. Output and input variances for the Third OVC.

Table 2. Stability robustness analysis for IVC.

Hover 10 kts 20 kts 30 kts 40 kts 50 kts 60 kts 70 kts 80 kts

CL OL CL OL CL OL CL OL CL OL CL OL CL OL CL OL CL OL L

First ES U ES U ES U ES U ES MS ES MS ES MS ES U ES U 9

Second ES U ES U ES U ES U ES MS ES MS ES MS ES U ES U 9

Third ES U ES U ES U ES U ES MS ES MS ES MS ES U U U 8

Fourth ES U ES U ES U ES U ES MS ES MS ES MS ES U ES U 9

CL: closed loop; OL: open loop; ES: exponentially stable; MS: marginally stable; U: unstable.

6 Proc IMechE Part G: J Aerospace Engineering 0(0)
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direct correlation between the magnitudes of input
constraints (l2) and length of stability interval (L).
Extensive numerical experiments17 show that IVCs
are also robustly stable both wrt variations in VA

and inertial properties for level banked turns and dif-
ferent helical turns. Clearly from Figures 7 and 8, the
input variance constraints are satisfied at the nominal
flight conditions. Similarly with OVC if one wants to
ensure satisfaction of constraints over a larger velocity
interval, a safety factor can be introduced in the
design. Output variances also display small values.

Sensor failure

Here a new idea, namely adaptive switching between
controllers which are adequate for different sets of sen-
sors, but satisfy the same performance requirements, is

investigated. The question analyzed next is if the con-
troller can be changed adaptively to satisfy the same
variance constraints when the set of measurements
changes due to sensor failure. Therefore, in the follow-
ing sections, OVC and IVC designs are investigated
with different sets of measurements.

For this purpose, the same scenarios as in ‘OVC
results’ and ‘IVC results’ sections were examined. The
first to fourth sets of OVCs and IVCs were redesigned
using the same models and the same constraints
(i.e. r2 ¼ 10�4 1 1 0:1

� �
for OVC, l2 ¼ 10�5

1 1 1 1
� �

for IVC) like for the designs which
do not experience sensor failure. The sensor failure
scenarios considered are summarized in Tables 3 to
5. The first column in each table displays the meas-
urements that are no longer available due to sensor
failure. For example, in the first line of Table 3, �A

Figure 7. Input and output variances for the first IVC.

Figure 8. Input and output variances for the third IVC.

Oktay and Sultan 7
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and �A measurements from the initial set of nine meas-
urements (u, v,w, p, q, r,�A, �A, A) are not available
thus reducing the set of measurements to seven
(u, v,w, p, q, r, A).

The first important observation is that the number
of iterations required to design OVCs and IVCs with
sensor failure is usually higher than the number of
iterations required when sensor failure does not
occur. For example, for the first sensor failure
(when �A and �A measurements are not available),
the number of iterations for convergence of the first
and second OVCs is 18 compared to 4 and 6 iterations
when sensor failure does not occur.

It is also observed that the CL stability robustness
wrt variations in VA and helicopter inertial properties
are very similar to the ones in ‘OVC results’ and ‘IVC
results’ sections. The results are summarized in
Tables 3 and 4. For example, ‘hover to 80 kts’
means that the CL system is exponentially stable
(ES) for VA 2 ½0, 80� kts, _ A ¼ 0:1 rad/s and
�FP ¼ 0:1 rad. It can be seen from these tables that
the length of stability interval (L) for all the sensor
failure scenarios is close to L when sensor failure does
not occur. The control energy (i.e. cost) of resulting
OVCs and IVCs is summarized in Table 5. It can be
seen that the control energy of OVCs and IVCs with
sensor failure is higher than the control energy when

sensor failure does not occur. This is a reflection of
the fact that controllers have to work harder to
achieve specified variance constraints using less infor-
mation from sensors. Note that the control energy of
OVC and IVC designs was found using26

J ¼ E1u
TRu ¼ trace RGXcG

T
� �

ð14Þ

where G and Xc are computed using OVC and IVC
algorithms. For OVC, R is selected by the user,
whereas for IVC it is computed using IVC algorithm.

A final important observation is that the results
(i.e. number of iterations, stability robustness, input
and output variances, and control energy) with sensor
failure are qualitatively similar for level banked turns
and different helical turns.

We also examined different failure scenarios and
limitations of variance-constrained controllers when

Table 5. Control energy comparison.

OVC cost IVC cost

Failed sensors First and third Second and fourth First and third Second and fourth

First ð�A, �AÞ 0.003607 0.004830 0.001944 0.0006781

Second ðu, v, wÞ 0.001910 0.002633 0.002541 0.0005914

Third ð p, q, rÞ 0.002225 0.0022632 0.001587 0.0004429

No failure 0.001365 0.001526 0.001449 0.0003809

OVC: output variance-constrained control; IVC: input variance-constrained control.

Table 3. CL stability robustness for OVC (CL is ES).

Failed sensors First Second Third Fourth

First ð�A, �AÞ Hover to 80 kts Hover to 80 kts Hover to 80 kts Hover to 80 kts

Second ðu, v, wÞ Hover to 80 kts Hover to 80 kts Hover to 80 kts Hover to 80 kts

Third ð p, q, rÞ Hover to 80 kts Hover to 80 kts Hover to 80 kts Hover to 80 kts

Table 4. CL stability robustness for IVC (CL is ES).

Failed sensors First Second Third Fourth

First ð�A, �AÞ Hover to 80 kts Hover to 80 kts Hover to 70 kts Hover to 80 kts

Second ðu, v, wÞ 20–80 kts 30–80 kts 20–80 kts 30–80 kts

Third ð p, q, rÞ Hover to 70 kts Hover to 80 kts Hover to 70 kts Hover to 80 kts

Table 6. Large sensor failure scenarios.

Scenario Active sensors Failed sensors

Fourth ð�A, �A, AÞ ðu, v, w, p, q, rÞ

Fifth ðu, v, w, AÞ ð p, q, r,�A, �AÞ

Sixth ð p, q, r, AÞ ðu, v, w,�A, �AÞ
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large sensor failure occurs. By ‘large’ in this context
we mean that a large number of sensors fail. These
additional sensor failure scenarios are summarized in
Table 6.

The first key limitation is given by the heading
angle ( A) sensor. When this sensor fails variance-
constrained controllers cannot be designed and
the adaptive switching idea is not feasible due to the
fact that the system is not detectable. As LQG-based
controllers, variance-constrained controllers require
detectability of the system. The best solution for this
limitation is to have redundant sensors for the head-
ing angle.

The results (i.e. number of iterations, stability
robustness, input and output variances, and control
energy) found when the remaining sensors are

helicopter Euler angle sensors, i.e. fourth scenario,
are very similar with the ones for second or third
sensor failure scenarios. On the other hand, when
the fifth or sixth scenario occurs, it is not possible to
design first to fourth OVCs with constraints �2 ¼
10�4 1 1 0:1

� �
or �2 ¼ 10�6 1 1 1

� �
. This reveals

a second limitation: prescribed OVC performance
cannot be achieved under these failure scenarios.
Fortunately, even when the fifth or sixth scenario
occurs, it is possible to design OVC by increasing the
constraint to �2 ¼ 10�3 1 1 1

� �
. Moreover, it is

possible to design first to fourth IVCs with the initial
constraint �2 ¼ 10�5 1 1 1 1

� �
when fifth or sixth

sensor failure occurs.
A third limitation we identified is related to con-

trol energy and robustness for IVCs. Specifically,

Figure 9. First OVC with first sensor failure (all fuselage states).
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when the fifth or sixth failure scenario occurs, the
results are worse than those obtained when one of
the first to third sensor failure scenario occurs. For
example, the control energy for the first and third
IVCs when the fifth sensor failure scenario occurs
is 0.0101 which is much larger than the control

energy for the first and third IVCs when one of
the first to third failure scenario occurs. Moreover,
L is 4 for the second IVC when the fifth sensor fail-
ure scenario occurs and this number is less than the
Ls for IVCs when one of the first to third failure
scenario occurs.

Figure 10. First OVC with first sensor failure (some blade states and all controls).
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Adaptive switching

The behavior of the CL system when switching
between controllers occurs due to the first sensor fail-
ure scenario for the first OVC and IVC is examined
using Matlab. Simulations showed in Figures 9 to 12
indicate that the first OVC and IVC designs are robust
to the first sensor failure. In these figures, the bold
vertical line represents the instant when �A, �A meas-
urements fail. The sensor failure occurs when
 ¼ 200 rad (or t ¼ 7.4 s). The behaviors of all fusel-
age states and some blade states are shown in Figures
9 to 12. The fuselage states (Figures 9 and 11, plots of
u, v, w, p, q, r, �A, �A, and  A) and blade states do not
experience large variations (Figures 10 and 12, plots
of �0, �c, �s, 	0, 	c, and 	s). Extensive numerical
experiments showed that OVC and IVC are robust
to other sensor failures (i.e. second and third failures

in Tables 3 to 5 and also some large sensor failures).
Similar results are found for level banked turns and
different helical turns.

Conclusions

Control-oriented, physics-based, and complex helicop-
ter models are used for control design for helical and
level banked turns. Models linearized around these
flight conditions are used for the design of OVC and
IVC. OVC and IVC studies show that all variance-con-
strained controllers exponentially stabilize the nominal
maneuvering flight condition while satisfying the con-
straints. CL stability robustness analysis reveals that
all these controllers are robust when uncertainty in
helicopter speed is considered except that the third
IVC does not exponentially stabilize when the flight

Figure 11. First IVC with first sensor failure (all fuselage states).
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speed isVA¼ 80 kts. These controllers are also robustly
stable wrt uncertainty in helicopter inertial parameters.
An important observation is that there is no correl-
ation between the length of the stability interval, L,
and the magnitudes of output or input constraints.

When sensor failure is considered, several import-
ant results are obtained. First, control design

algorithms converge slower than when sensor failure
does not occur. Second, for small number of failed
sensors, the CL stability robustness wrt variations in
VA and helicopter inertial properties are very similar
to the ones without sensor failure. Third, the control
energy with sensor failure is higher than the control
energy when sensor failure does not occur, which is a

Figure 12. First IVC with first sensor failure (some blade states and all controls).
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reflection of the fact that controllers have to work
harder to achieve specified variance constraints using
less information from sensors. Fourth, when large
sensor failures are considered, there are limitations
in control design due to detectability issues related to
the heading angle sensor. Moreover, constraints may
not be satisfied (for OVC) and control energy con-
sumption and robustness properties may be nega-
tively impacted (for IVC).

Finally, adaptive switching of controllers in
response to some sensor failures is investigated, show-
ing that the switching idea can be used to mitigate
sensor failure. The CL performance can be made
qualitatively and quantitatively similar before and
after sensor failure occurs if the controllers are
switched to use the correct set of available sensors.
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Appendix

Notation

E1 expected value operator
p, q, r angular velocities of helicopter in air-

craft frame, (rad/s)
Rturn turn radius, (m)
u, v,w linear velocities of helicopter in aircraft

frame, (m/s)
VA flight speed of helicopter, (kts)
xA, yA, zA aircraft frame unit vectors

�0, �c, �s collective and two cyclic blade flapping
angles, (rad)

�FP flight path angle, (rad)
	0, 	c, 	s collective and two cyclic blade lead–

lagging angles, (rad)
�T collective pitch angle of tail, (rad)
�0, �c, �s collective and two cyclic blade pitch

angles, (rad)
�A, �A, A Euler angles of helicopter (roll, pitch,

and yaw), (rad)
 blade azimuth angle, (rad)

ð Þ
T transpose
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